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Taryn Simon’s A Living Man Declared Dead and Other Chapters is an extended meditation on the political economy of fate. It brings together those things we can not
do anything about (our genetic inheritance) with those we can (its consequences).
Photography is the major vehicle for this meditation, although this too is put under
interrogation, having been turned here into a visual formula as much as an art form.
The confrontation of science and art is also made manifest in the work’s structure,
which contrasts periodic tables of individual portraits with images that evoke social
and political narratives, along with annotations to explain the connection of the two.
Consider, for example, the section of A Living Man Declared Dead simply titled
Chapter XIV. Most prominently, it shows us a grid of photographs of every person from a particular bloodline. Each of these individuals is shown sitting in a
chair, hands in lap, obediently staring straight ahead, looking blankly at the camera.
Evenly lit and with the most neutral of backgrounds, the subjects of these portraits,
if that is what they are, reside in some kind of non-place, having been captured
with the serial dispassion of an academic experiment. There are 120 individuals
represented in this particular sequence, arrayed on panels in 15 horizontal groups of
eight vertical cells, to be read from left to right, in rows, from top to bottom. The
regularity of the arrangement and repetition of form suggests that these portraits
should be perused as collective evidence rather than for signs of personal character.
Each photograph comes with identifying information: name, date of birth, profession, current place of residence. Some of the cells are empty, filling in for a body that
for one reason or another could not be present at a shoot. The subjects vary widely in
age and gender, from an 85-year-old man to a newborn. What they share is a common genetic inheritance: they are all related to Ribal Btaddini. An attendant number and caption tells us: Btaddini, Ribal/Btaddini, Milhem (
) 16 Mar. 1986/22 Dec. 1897 Computer engineer, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
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The man has two names and two birth dates. Upon looking again you can see that
his portrait also appears more than once in the sequence. As do the portraits of a number of other people in this particular line-up. The text that accompanies Chapter XIV
tells us that Ribal Btaddini believes himself to be the reincarnation of his paternal
grandfather, Milhem Btaddini. And that he belongs to a religious sect based in the
Middle East called the Druze, who accept intra-community reincarnation as a matter of faith and can recall memories from their previous lives. To reiterate the point,
a supplementary photograph shows Ribal Btaddini re-enacting his memory of the
death of his other self in a tableau vivant played out on a stage. Having been mortally
wounded in a bomb attack, Milhem’s body is being vainly dragged to safety by his
wife. The surreal quality of the image seems appropriate, given that what we are seeing is the depiction of a memory, and perhaps also of a man’s desire to remember, to
remember the scene of his own death. Haunted by an endless return from beyond the
grave, this is truly a ghost story.
A Living Man Declared Dead is full of such stories, and of such ghosts. Over a
four-year period, Simon has put together 18 photographic records of similarly striking bloodlines and their related stories. From feuding families in Brazil to victims of
genocide in Bosnia, from human exhibitions in the United States to the living dead in
India, Simon has formed a collection of genealogies that is at once bounded and arbitrary, in each case mapping the personal and social relationship between blood relations and lived experience. Each portrait sequence began with a single person from
whom a bloodline was traced backward and forward to encompass every living person
in it. The one exception was the section devoted to Bosnia, where the sequence also
includes individuals killed in the Srebrenica massacre, represented by photographs of
their remains (DNA testing has ensured their authenticity). In another case, featuring
the inhabitants of an orphanage in Ukraine, the sequence of portraits aims to make
visible the consequences of the lack of a bloodline. One section, under the heading
Chapter VI, depicts, not people, but three separate bloodlines of rabbits—adding up
to over one hundred photographs. Each of these rabbits has been injected with a lethal
disease to test its virulence on the rabbit population in Australia, where they are classified as an invasive species.
Getting permission to make all these pictures required a huge amount of preliminary research, undertaken by the artist along with her sister Shannon Simon and assistant Douglas Emery. The name, story and place of every participant in a sequence had
to be determined, and then each of these people had to be located and persuaded to
sit for a portrait. Translators and “fixers” had to be found who could help organize the
actual portrait sessions, which often took place in more than one location. If another
link in a bloodline was suddenly discovered, then a further shoot had to be organized.
This was especially complicated in countries like India, where some participants had
no access to telephones or the internet.
Simon and her assistant travelled with a large-format view camera, a high-resolution digital camera and a substantial lighting set-up, to ensure that every image
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Plastic sheet with placement marks for photographic equipment,
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would look the same. An ivory backdrop was part of the basic equipment, along with
three pieces of wood hinged together to slip over her camera case and thereby provide
a seat for each subject. Another important piece of equipment was a sheet of plastic to
be put on the floor, with spots marked on it for the positions of the tripod, chair, lights
and so on. Wherever possible, the portraits were shot indoors in a room with a white
ceiling at a standard height, allowing the same amount of light to be cast over each
subject. Sometimes, such as in Tanzania, all this equipment had to be sneaked in and
out of the country (through Kenya in this case), to avoid the displeasure of the authorities. Three copies of each image were then distributed in different suitcases, in case
of accident or robbery. Other images—for example, the landscapes that sometimes
appear among the supplementary pictures—were exposed on film in a 4 x 5-inch view
camera, allowing a more lush pictorial aesthetic to prevail.
This, then, is the story behind these other stories, a saga that is almost deserving
of a documentary of its own. The sheer scale of Simon’s ambition conjures The Family
of Man exhibition, first shown at the Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1955.
Edward Steichen and his team spent three years winnowing down two million pictures
to the 503 (from 68 countries, by 273 photographers) that were eventually shown in that
exhibition.1 Privileging a humanist style of black and white photography, designed to
induce sentiment and empathy in the viewer, Steichen himself claimed that his exhibition “was conceived as a mirror of the universal elements and emotions in the everydayness of life—as a mirror of the essential oneness of mankind throughout the world.”2
This claim has attracted its fair share of criticism.3 But still, the notion that we all share
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a common oneness—that the words “human condition” do have some universal meaning—remains a seductive one.
Simon’s work exploits that seduction, but only to call it into question. Her portrait photographs, for example, in their repetitious, deadpan matter-of-factness,
steadfastly refuse to offer the usual artistic pleasures of affect, exoticism or even horror—all convenient escapes for a viewer from further thought. There is certainly none
of that fantasy of emotional attachment we feel in front of the kind of photographs
shown in The Family of Man. Faced with the obdurate opacity of Simon’s pictures,
we are forced to seek meaning elsewhere, to look, in the first instance, to a series of
texts supplied by the artist. But they too are deadpan in style, giving us information
without the shading of interpretation or the welcome release of some greater didactic
purpose. This sets up a distinctive viewing rhythm; you see the pictures from afar,
and, intrigued, step in close to read the text, and then step back to look again, more
closely and with a more informed eye.
A Living Man Declared Dead ’s strategic co-dependence of image and text poses
other challenges too. On the one hand, it seems to imply a lack of trust in the ability
of these photographs on their own to do the work that Simon requires. But equally,
it suggests that these texts may not be quite believable without the certification provided by their attendant photographs. This interactive combination of text and photograph is typical of Simon’s work; it, rather than photography, is her true medium.
In most cases, both text and photograph are undemonstrative in tone, as if anxious
to persuade through their sheer objectivity of form. And yet the photographer’s various choices can’t help but intrude on this impression. She, after all, has chosen these
subjects and stories over other ones, and has implemented this particular mode of
presentation. Even her choice of photographic style is periodically disturbed by small
idiosyncratic touches (most frequently exercised in the supplementary images on the
right of each panel, like the one of Ribal Btaddini performing his own death, or the
enigmatic water scene above it).
As a total ensemble, A Living Man Declared Dead locates the photograph’s capacity to record exactly what is seen within the classification processes of the archive, a
system of knowing that feigns neutrality while quietly imposing a framing decided in
advance.4 Hundreds of individuals have been photographed for this particular archive
in exactly the same way (note again the imposed order of hands held in lap and the
absence of smiles). The individuality of each person depicted is thereby simultaneously
affirmed and denied. Everywhere one looks, Simon shows objectivity and subjectivity
to be indivisible entities, a visual analogue for the similarly complex interrelationship
of biology and destiny—A Living Man Declared Dead’s central concern.
This interrelationship is represented in Simon’s work as a weave of certitude,
chance and choice. The first two seem straightforward enough, but the last is more
problematic. We like to think that choice is something available to all of us, a simple
enough matter of exercising our free will. However, this myth of Western liberalism
is constantly refuted in these panels. Mediated by circumstance, human agency in A
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Living Man Declared Dead is shown to be already shaped by cultural, social and political context, the context that makes any thought or action possible in the first place.5
As Simon documents how, for example, someone born with the genetically determined condition of albinism, resulting in a lack of pigmentation in skin or hair, faces
a much more limited set of options in Tanzania than if they’d been born in the United
States or Europe. To recognize this difference—to see that fate is a situated discourse,
to be able to separate it from the wanton will of the gods—is to make “the human
condition” a politically navigable term rather than a mere platitude.
Roland Barthes says something similar in his trenchant response to the showing of
The Family of Man in Paris:
Birth, death? Yes, these are facts of nature, universal facts. But if one removes History
from them, then there is nothing more to be said about them; any comment about them
becomes tautological. The failure of photography seems to me to be flagrant in this connection: to reproduce death or birth tells us, literally, nothing. For these natural facts to
gain access to a true language, they must be inserted into a category of knowledge which
means postulating that one can transform them, and precisely subject their naturalism to
your human criticism. For however universal, they are the signs of an historical writing.6

This, then, is the challenge taken up by Taryn Simon—to give the apparent transparency of the photograph a social thickness and make the natural read as historical. Walter Benjamin argues for a similar outcome in his 1931 essay, “Little History
of Photography”. Written as a surrogate critique of the social effects of capitalism,
Benjamin’s essay surveys the history of photography up to that point and finds most
of it wanting:
As Bertolt Brecht says, “The situation is complicated by the fact that less than ever
does the mere reflection of reality reveal anything about reality. A photograph of the
Krupp works or the AEG tells us next to nothing about these institutions. Actual reality has slipped into the functional. The reification of human relations—the factory,
say—means that they are no longer explicit. So something must in fact be built up,
something artificial, posed.”7

Interestingly, one of the photographers Benjamin recommends in this context is
August Sander—an artist whose work was also chosen for inclusion in The Family of
Man. “Photography is like a mosaic that becomes a synthesis only when it is presented
en masse,” declared Sander, as if he were speaking about Simon’s work as much as his
own.8 Producing thousands of likenesses between 1924 and 1933, Sander planned
a comprehensive social register of the German people, to be titled Citizens of the
Twentieth Century: A Cultural History in Photographs. At one point he proposed organizing it under seven sections, arranged by cities, comprising about 45 portfolios, each of
which would contain 12 photographs. This imposed order is what gave his otherwise
varied images the heft of a social science; as Benjamin puts it: “one will have to get
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used to being looked at in terms of one’s provenance. ... Sander’s work is more than a
picture book. It is a training manual.”9
The people depicted by Sander are named as generic social identities (“The Master
Tiler”, “Beggar”, “Society Lady”, “The Artist”) and placed in his taxonomy to represent this identity, rather than themselves. One consequence is that the same person
can fill different taxonomic categories; the Dada artist provocateur Raoul Hausmann,
for example, appears in a number of different guises in different sections.10 Sander
reduces even himself to a type, “The Photographer”, methodically making pictures
that eschew artistic personality or style, aiming, as he put it, “to see things as they
are and not as they should or might be.”11 As in Simon’s presentation, each individual
in Sander’s archive only takes on meaning in relation to the entire taxonomy, thus
calling any distinction between the individual and their social milieu into question.
Simultaneously, the taxonomy itself is made visible as “something artificial, posed”,
as something ideological.
Simon’s project reiterates several aspects of Sander’s, offering us, perhaps, one
possible version of a Citizens of the Twenty-First Century. If anything, she takes the
logic of his project to a hyperbolic extreme, making her images more numerous
and seemingly mechanical than his and inscribing the conceptual architecture of
ethnography (the national types, the comparative grid of images, the disinterested
informational caption) directly onto the wall, where we can see it for what it is.
Even the space of exhibition has been turned into a kind of laboratory, with the
walls repainted Super White rather than their usual cream, and the lighting turned
up, at the artist’s insistence, to seven times its normal level. But whereas Sander
devotes his energies to a depiction of his own society, and thus of himself as a social
being, Simon’s gaze encompasses the whole globe and seems, at first glance, to look
only at the lives of others. And where his choices of subjects and their arrangement
were decided on the basis of presumed social hierarchies, hers have been stratified
by such categories as blood, ethnicity and nation. This difference deserves some
reflection. Indeed, it seems to mark a significant departure for Simon, whose previous bodies of work have always concentrated on the social systems of her own
culture, of the United States.
Her first book, The Innocents (2002), comprised interviews with and photographs
of Americans convicted of violent crimes they did not commit.12 A powerful condemnation of the American justice system, this project was also a critical commentary
on the power of the photograph to distort memories and facilitate mistaken identifications. Many of these men had been convicted after eyewitnesses, having been
shown portraits of suspects by the police, thought they recognized them. Simon photographed her subjects at sites that had particular significance to their illegitimate
conviction: the scene of a misidentification, the scene of an arrest, the scene of a crime
or the scene of an ignored alibi. These are pictures, then, that return us and them to
the starting points of a brutal reality based on a fiction. Simon’s own photographs
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share this ability to blur truth and fiction. They sometimes show her subjects posing
self-consciously at the scene of the crime they didn’t commit, as if to demonstrate
their ability to trump the fiction of the police charge with the non-fiction of Simon’s
photograph. Once again, we encounter role play substituting for reality.
This uneasy play of fiction and non-fiction is repeated in a more recent project,
An American Index of the Hidden and Unfamiliar (2007).13 Once again a telling symbiosis of image and text, this work compiles an inventory of what lies hidden and out
of view within the borders of the United States. Connecting the realms of science,
government, medicine, entertainment, nature, security and religion, the 57 subjects
Simon photographed ranged from the C.I.A.’s abstract art collection to a woman about
to undergo a hymenoplasty operation in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, so that she could
adhere to traditional cultural expectations regarding virginity and marriage. Simon’s
project exploits the several meanings of the word “index”, from its association with a
comprehensive cataloguing of a particular subject, to what is often considered photography’s own most distinctive pictorial attribute, the fact that, through the chemical
agency of photography, the world gets to make its own visual imprints. The exposure
of these particular subjects came at a time when the United States government looked
for secret sites outside its own borders (caches of unfound weapons, hideouts of wanted
enemies, foreign jails that would allow torture, unsupervised nuclear facilities). Simon
turned this national paranoia inwards, producing a collective portrait of the American
psyche through a documentation of its repressed places.
Repression shifts to exclusion in Contraband (2010), a book and exhibition consisting of 1,075 photographs Simon took continuously over five days from November
16 through November 20, 2009, in the Customs and Postal areas of John F. Kennedy
International Airport in New York.14 These photographs, presented like forensic evidence with neither aesthetic embellishment nor editorial comment, documented the
items detained or seized from passengers or express mail entering the United States
from abroad during that period. These items included animal parts, fake handbags,
recreational drugs and drug paraphernalia, pirated movies, Cuban cigars, firearms,
gold dust, plants, sausages, cow dung toothpaste, and sexual stimulants. This miscellany of prohibited objects—from the everyday to the illegal to the unexpected—
attests to a growing worldwide traffic in counterfeit goods and natural exotica. More
importantly, and in line with the aspirations of An American Index, the project offered
a sidelong snapshot of the United States as seen through its fears and desires.
There is an echo of some of these strategies in A Living Man Declared Dead ’s combination of a prescribed conceptual structure with a photographic style and mode of
presentation that gives Simon’s images the authority of documents. Each photograph
is exhibited in a specially designed frame that allows them to fit together like a minimalist jigsaw puzzle. The panels they create are as large as any of the current crop
of celebrated art photographs, and yet each of the individual images remains small
and intimate. The texts are treated in similar fashion, having been given the visual
form of a list and turned into a slim, tall art object to be looked at as well as read.
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The regulated tables of portraits are punctuated with empty cells, creating a pattern
of absence and presence that, from a distance, might be mistaken for a sample of
scientific code. The order of this layout contrasts with the random and disorienting
arrangement of images in the supplementary panels, again suggesting two very different discursive modes and offering two very different visual experiences.
The stories being conveyed by this armature obey this same oscillation between
order and disorder. Indeed, every aspect of A Living Man Declared Dead is fraught with
a tension that Simon’s installation can only temporarily hold in suspension. Think,
for example, of how the predictable rhythms of the portrait panels deny the tales of
violence, corruption, survival and duplicity that these bloodlines often embody. At
first, Simon’s choice of subjects and topics seems serendipitous, ranging widely in
place and date and seemingly having no connection with one another. The stories are
often extreme, fantastic, hard to believe. But they’re also somehow familiar, as if their
narrative structures have been plucked from the myths of the ancient Greeks or a lost
Shakespearean play, or perhaps from a contemporary parallel, a melodramatic soap
opera or newscast. This notion is underlined by Simon’s choice of title and by the use
of numbered chapters as section headings, suggesting a gigantic book that has fallen
open to these random pages, or a vast catalogue of which only these fragments have
survived. Soon we begin to see a pattern in Simon’s choices; in fact, we begin to see
pattern itself, a persistent logic of repetition and return, as evident in the stories as in
the infrastructure she has used to convey them.
Under Chapter XII, for example, we are told about a blood feud between the
Novaes and Ferraz families in Pernambuco, Brazil, that has claimed the lives of more
than 40 people since 1991. This particular feud is one of a number from this part of
northeast Brazil that has engulfed generations of participants, pointing to an absence
or corruption of state justice in the region. Simon accompanies the usual array of stoic
portraits with a group of images that elucidate this story, some of them reproductions
of historic pictures, some of them showing the scenes of shootings, some of them
enigmatic still lifes. One of them even shows a marked man—the next in line to be
killed, according to the internal logic of the feud. The portraits imply the certainty of
a science, a genetically determined tabulation of a particular bloodline. These other
images offer the subjective, partial, untrustworthy view of an oral history, or perhaps
mimic the partial, sensationalized version of such stories we tend to get in the mass
media. Neither approach seems capable of explaining how these subjects came to live
such lives, but together they at least give us a parallax view, as if we are simultaneously looking at the situation along two different lines of sight.
This kind of juxtaposition is repeated in the section titled Chapter X. This chapter’s story centers on the display of over 1,100 Filipinos at the 1904 St. Louis World’s
Fair, where they were required to eat dogs on a regular basis for the entertainment
of passersby. This spectacle of the primitive was staged in part to justify the violent
annexation of the islands of the Philippines by the United States in 1902, the advent
of an era of American preeminence now, one might argue, finally drawing to its close.
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Having photographed all the living descendants of Cabrera Antero, one of the men
placed on display, Simon again adds a group of related images, as if to underline
the force of her tale with further evidence. A photograph of a skull taken from a
slain enemy by a headhunting Filipino, the ground plan for the Fair’s Ethnological
Exhibits, a group of photographs of people put on display as part of those exhibits,
a view of Cabrera Antero’s home village, and finally a group portrait of Antero and
his companions as exhibited at another World’s Fair, this time in Seattle in 1909: the
selection suggests the careful accumulation and preservation of information, such as
one expects from an archive. But this archive remains enigmatic, piecemeal, elusive,
detached from the living history represented by Antero’s descendants.
What becomes clear, as one moves from panel to panel, is that these tales have
been very carefully selected, with each group of portraits being representative of a
particular social situation, or a particular historical scenario or political crisis. It turns
out, in fact, that the second of Sander’s titles—A Cultural History in Photographs—is
as pertinent to Simon’s project as the first. But whereas Sander sought to document
the German people in all their diversity, Simon sets out to record the peculiar ways in
which history comes to repeat itself, like a record on skip. The temporal experience
offered by A Living Man Declared Dead is in this sense a peculiarly photographic one.
A photograph we see in the present is always of the past, making the passing of time
between past and present this medium’s constant subliminal message. We witness
time’s passing while looking at any particular photograph and can’t help but shudder
at an imaginary future where we too will have passed on. In this context it is worth
noting that a number of the people depicted in A Living Man Declared Dead have died
since they were photographed, making these panels a freeze frame of a moment in each
bloodline that has already come and gone.
If A Living Man Declared Dead shows that the present is continually haunted by
the past, it also reveals the degree to which the nation state has become a porous, perhaps even illusory entity. The 158 individuals represented in Chapter X, for example,
reside not only in the Philippines but also in the United States, Canada, Vietnam,
the United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia, Guam, Australia and Kuwait. A tracing of this
one bloodline, therefore, also tells a story about global immigration patterns and
economic opportunity (or the lack of it), with these expatriates joining the eleven
million other Filipinos who currently work outside their home country.
It is striking how often Simon finds herself tracking down a portrait subject
in a place far removed from the story he or she embodies. Latif Yahia, for example,
now lives in Ireland, after surviving a period spent in Iraq as a body double for
Saddam Hussein’s son Uday. His portrait is joined by three supplementary images
of him posing in character as Uday, another one of these bizarre role-playing episodes that punctuate the solemnity of Simon’s work. The rabbits photographed in
Australia exemplify this flow of bodies in reverse, with these animals introduced by
English settlers in 1859 for sporting purposes and now regarded as a threat to both
native ecology and prosperous farming. Ironically, these animals represent another
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survival story, having quickly developed various levels of resistance to every disease
they have so far been exposed to. Other portrait series touch on Cold War conflicts
(the abduction of South Korean citizens by North Korea), terrorism (Leila Khaled,
who hijacked her first airplane on behalf of the Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine in 1969), genocide (explicitly in the killing of approximately 8,000
Muslims in Bosnia by Bosnian Serb soldiers in 1995 and implicitly in the story
of Hans Frank, Hitler’s personal legal advisor and the governor-general of Nazioccupied Poland), pharmaceutical disasters (the effects of thalidomide on children
born under its influence), and Zionism (in the person of Arthur Ruppin, a key figure
in the establishment of the Israeli state).
This otherwise overwhelming cavalcade of history is given an illusory order and
coherence by the imposed discipline of Simon’s photography and her mode of presentation. The photography too is a repetition of a sort. Debates about the artistic potential of photography in the nineteenth century often contrasted a desirable
picturesqueness with a frontal and therefore unthinkingly mechanical symmetry; in
short, a creatively subjective picture was preferred over a mere document.15 However,
in more recent years this binary has been reversed, with artists as diverse in ambition
as Bernd and Hilla Becher, Ed Ruscha, Hans Haacke, Martha Rosler, Rineke Dijkstra
and Waalid Raad deliberately eschewing pictorial variation in their photography in
favor of rigorous serial form and deadpan images.16 Simon joins them in this preference, consistently placing her camera lens parallel to her subject and offering us flat,
frontal pictures with no particular aesthetic elaboration; as a consequence, she transforms her portraiture into a form of still life. The systematic reiterations and semiotic
concerns of Conceptual art are thereby married to the documentary photographic style
pioneered by Walker Evans in the 1930s.
The end result is a photography that proffers transparency, a utopian promise of
liberal democracy, but then renders that transparency opaque, even reflective. This
makes both documentary photography and the American liberalism it manifests two
more of the subjects of Simon’s work. We are asked to see them as things, as historical
objects within a taxonomy of other such objects. We look for the truth of that taxonomy within her photographs but are continually turned back on ourselves by Simon’s
dogged refusal to provide either cause or meaning. Among other effects, this kind of
refusal shifts the burden of assigning that meaning from the artist to a viewer, making
us all complicit in the act of signification, and indeed in the histories we are asked
to witness. Individuals are never autonomous in these histories, appearing always in
terms of their imbricated relations with others. Otherness itself is given a diminished
status within a world conflated by the internet and a global economy but also by an
increasingly shared heritage, genetic and otherwise. A Living Man Declared Dead may
seem to be about others, but is equally about us.
Although refusing to give us what we want—to tell us what it all means, to
explain the vicissitudes of fate—Simon nevertheless succeeds in making visible what
is otherwise not able to be seen: the lived traces of history, power and desire. The real
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substance of Simon’s work is therefore to be found, not in any of these particular
pictures or texts, but in the spacing that simultaneously separates and joins them,
first to each other, and then to the larger political economy of which they, and we, are
all a part. It was Susan Sontag who called photography “a grammar and, even more
importantly, an ethics of seeing.”17 Taryn Simon’s work pursues both these aspects of
photography with equal rigor. Indeed, in so many respects her work exemplifies the
ambivalent character of much of today’s more interesting photographic art. She is, at
one and the same time, overtly skeptical about the medium’s capacity for revealing
truth, while nevertheless totally dedicating herself to this same possibility.
The ramifications of A Living Man Declared Dead and Other Chapters reverberate far
beyond the confines of the art world. Its complex, sometimes even contradictory dissemination of form and content recalls the equally troubling historical discourse that
Michel Foucault once called genealogy: “gray, meticulous, and patiently documentary”,
recording “the singularity of events outside of any monotonous finality”, “a profusion
of entangled events”, demanding “relentless erudition”, seeking “not the anticipatory
power of meaning, but the hazardous play of dominations”.18 Like Foucault’s work,
A Living Man Declared Dead offers us an experience “situated within the articulation
of the body and history”.19 Simon’s assembled subjects, inscribed here between word
and image, are the embodied manifestation of this articulation. They have been made
to appear before us as flesh and blood but also as “the signs of an historical writing”,
displacing any hard and fast distinction between the two.20 This displacement may
well be Taryn Simon’s greatest achievement, challenging us all to consider what is
preordained in our own lives and what is still to be determined.
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